Natural disasters are causing ever greater damage; this is especially true of floods. Despite the immense media interest and the broadly developed scientific and sociological research on natural disasters, however, the historical investigation of natural disasters is still in its early stages. The tools and strategies with which societies today approach environmental catastrophes have evolved over several centuries. Deep historical transformations are also visible in the experience of and cultural response to natural disasters. The first wide-ranging analysis of its kind, this project is a comparative historical exploration of a specific type of natural disaster: river floods in the United States and Germany. The project aims to improve our understanding of social responses to emergencies in different national cultures, and to offer innovative contributions to environmental history and other fields of historical research.

Given the increasing emphasis on the environment in recent decades, it is surprising that there have been only very limited attempts at a systematic historical analysis of environmental disasters. Environmental historians have pursued various aims. On the one hand, they have sought to uncover nature’s historical dimensions: climatic changes over the centuries, shifting coastlines, or desert expansions. In this version, “nature” appears as a slow but independent historical agent. On the other hand, environmental historians have emphasized the interaction between humans and their environment; they have, for example, examined the impact of railroads on landscape and how it is perceived. More recent is the insight that imagined or idealized “representation[s] of nature and the environment—as they exist in perceptions, environmental ethics, environmental law, myths, and other mental constructions—structure the interactions of individuals or groups with nature.” All three levels are interdependent. For example, whether past “interventions” in the flow of the Rhine were judged as appropriate depended greatly upon how often the river overflowed its banks and how these floods were viewed by contemporaries: as God’s judgment or as arrogant Nature overstepping her bounds, as potential danger or unchangeable fate.

European and North American ways of writing environmental history differ fundamentally. Whereas British, French, and German historians have mainly focused on industrialization and its damaging effects on the environment (and these mostly in an urban context), historians in the
United States have a completely different understanding of nature that grew out of that country’s specific historical experience. Their interest in the history of the natural environment has been influenced for example by the late “discovery” and settlement of the North American continent. At a time when the industrialization of Western Europe was already well advanced, hundreds of thousands of Europeans migrated to the United States and, if they did not remain in the cities, founded farms, communities, and towns in the so-called “frontier” regions, on the border between “civilization” and “the wilderness.” For the (mostly white) settlers who arrived to conquer and settle the North American continent since the 1600s, nature was in the first instance a hostile power, hardly something in need of protection. Accordingly, the main thrust of American historiography has been the emergence of American culture from the wilderness. The victims of this development were the Native Americans, the Africans forcibly brought to America, and their descendants. These groups were considered savages by the white settlers, respectively annihilated and exploited as the slaves who first made possible the large-scale exploitation of natural resources.

According to Frederick Jackson Turner’s famous thesis, moreover, the confrontation with nature on the Western frontier served to renew the free political institutions in the civilized Eastern states, which but for the continuous flow of authentic democratic experience would have followed Europe down a path toward decline, corruption, and rejection of a representative political system. In this way, the environmental history of the United States was always political history as well. In Germany—and, with some qualifications, for Europe as a whole—historians have concerned themselves more with urban ecological problems than with mountains, rivers, and marshes, and have applied mostly sociological and economic methodologies. Their epistemological interests were often marked by contemporary ecological problems like the dangers of nuclear energy.

Environmental history, meanwhile established as a recognized sub-discipline in many countries, is still primarily occupied with the long, slow, structural transformation of the environment in which humans live. Nature and the environment appear as two almost static quantities which only change after centuries, or at least decades. To be sure, Alfred Crosby has shown that catastrophes around the turn of the twentieth century stimulated a greater interest in understanding the environment. But such events rarely become objects of study in their own right for environmental history. Environmental historians have been and continue to be concerned first and foremost with the longue durée. Catastrophes attract their interest when they have a certain continuity and consistency. This focus on gradual change, however, neglects the fact that nature itself can have the character of an event. Floods, tornadoes, and
earthquakes undermine the notion of time as the snail-like progress of centuries; they demand a unique mode of historical understanding appropriate to their dramatic pace. As Ursula Lehmkuhl puts it, “Through the episodic character of these disturbances, nature gains a quality of historical agency and, with it, power.” The analysis of unexpected, rapid, and destructive disasters has up to this point been almost completely neglected by historians and left to scholars in other disciplines.

Sociological and Anthropological Approaches

The investigation of natural and environmental catastrophes has assumed a more prominent place in various scholarly fields. Subjects such as risk perception and risk management are of interest to sociologists as well as to economists and psychologists. Anthropologists and literary critics explore connections between catastrophe and identity, while geologists concentrate mainly on the natural causes of catastrophes. Taken as a whole, all these approaches illuminate natural disasters from different perspectives. The most important inspirations for a historical perspective, however, are offered by social science approaches.

The first empirical study of human behavior in the face of a disaster was Samuel Prince’s 1920 analysis of the collision of the French ship Mont Blanc with a Belgian steamship near Halifax. Based on this “cornerstone of disaster research,” several institutions devoted themselves to the study of catastrophes from a social science standpoint. Among these institutions, mostly founded after the Second World War, the University of Delaware’s Disaster Research Center and the Natural Hazard Research and Applications Information Center at the University of Colorado at Boulder are especially noteworthy. Their research centered on the systematic analysis of social behavior in emergency situations. Catastrophes were seen as deviations from a norm, as unpredictable and extreme occurrences which suddenly descended upon social communities. Hardly touched upon, by contrast, were the socio-cultural matrices in which such disasters occurred, the powerful aftereffects of discourses of catastrophe, and the historical dimensions of disasters. This began to change in the 1980s. No longer automatically viewed as external forces, catastrophes emerged in a new light. According to the new credo, “the view that disasters are social occurrences as well as physical events . . . is central to social scientific disaster research.” The reconstruction that followed on the heels of disaster was viewed less as a symbol of a return to normality, but rather as a revelation of what a society defined as normal.

There are no “natural” disasters in the true sense of the word. Shifts in the continental and oceanic plates are “normal” from a geological standpoint and are in no way catastrophes. At most, nature supplies the
trigger for a disaster, but humans themselves are largely responsible for the consequences, by placing industrial facilities or trailer parks in flood zones, for example. Beyond this, there is an unequal distribution of insecurity and risk that can almost always be attributed to social rather than natural causes. This is the only way to account for the fact that certain segments of the population are often disproportionately affected by disasters.20

Thus, an analytic distinction between “man-made” and “natural” disasters makes little sense in relation to their causes.21 Anthropological studies account for a large share of the recent work on disasters, concentrating on the social construction of “natural” catastrophes. Many individual studies have shown how even the smallest social organizations have accommodated themselves to continuous threats from the natural world, developing unique coping strategies.22 The spatial and historical diversity of the human experience of catastrophe can be especially illuminated by the study of non-Western cases. Methodologically, ethno-graphic fieldwork has also set the standard.23

With the emphasis on the human contribution to “natural” disasters, the fact has largely been ignored that, from the standpoint of those affected, catastrophes often appear to be random events. At least since the Enlightenment and the diminishing power of theological explanations, the notion of a “negative chosenness” has shaped how these events are dealt with, making it very difficult to come to terms with them. It is only when interpretive strategies are deployed that meaning can be gleaned from a power that is fundamentally meaningless and senseless. Ann Larabee concedes that “writing about disaster, collecting and organizing these writings, reasserts the cultural project of signifying, accumulating, and sequencing.”24

Also, from a historical viewpoint, it is important to recognize that the distinction between “man-made” and “natural” disasters lives on in public discourse, unaffected by scholarly research.25 Additionally, technological disasters with environmental implications are usually seen as avoidable and provoke anger rather than resignation. Finally, the nature of the destruction is different. Rarely do natural disasters cause contamination and pollution.26

In general, social scientists and anthropologists rarely deal with events that are more than twenty years in the past. Because sociological disaster research has chiefly been interested in structural insights and in prognosis, an analytical retrospective of recent contemporary history would almost be counter-productive. The context of historical disasters would be too different from contemporary cases to yield relevant insights. To be sure, sociological studies of disasters occasionally make allowances for the necessity of a historical-cultural approach.27 Such calls,
however, have rarely led to results. In general, one can agree with Christian Pfister, one of the pioneers of historical research on natural catastrophes, that disaster research is currently “clearly lacking in temporal depth.”

Goals

The preparation of this project and the review of the literature led to four main areas of inquiry with both historical and contemporary relevance. First, we intend to analyze the institutional reactions to natural disasters, that is to say, the historical development of defense against disasters and of relief measures. Second, we will investigate the social dimension of natural disasters, with special attention to those groups particularly affected by disasters and to reactions to this unequal “distribution of pain.” Third, we will focus on cultural reactions to experiencing and working through a catastrophe. Finally, we shall seek to explore how insecurity is dealt with on both an individual and on a collective level.

Based on these four areas of inquiry, we will bring the following main questions to bear upon the source material: How did the state disaster management and prevention programs that shape our present-day institutions emerge historically? In what ways do catastrophes challenge or consolidate authority on the local, regional, and central levels? What examples of conflict and cooperation can be found both “vertically,” between the central government and local authorities (for example, between the United States Congress and individual states along the Mississippi river that requested funds for flood prevention), and “horizontally,” between different cities, regions, and states (for example, the upper and lower reaches of the Rhine)? Is there a connection between industrialization, the experience of catastrophe, and modernization? Are environmental disasters truly “the salt of the modernization process,” in that they introduce a learning process and offer unconventional solutions a chance to be realized, thereby “fostering organizational creativity?” Or was, for example, the fact that “flood protection shifted from being an individual responsibility to a state matter” merely the expression of a gradual development that would have taken place even without large catastrophes? With increasing industrialization and the spread of technology in Germany and the United States, floods now no longer threatened “only” life and limb, but also wide sectors of the economy. In general, the material damages from environmental disasters have multiplied dramatically over the past two hundred years due to the growth of capital-intensive industries. What influence did this rapidly increasing vulnerability of modern states have upon natural “disturbances?” How were communication systems and the infrastructural setting transformed
by crisis? To what extent were natural disasters exploited for political ends? It is a self-evident part of the repertoire of public appearance in the twenty-first century that leaders show up to be photographed in disaster areas. In the United States, this was everything but ordinary up through the 1930s. In 1927, for example, President Coolidge refused to make such a gesture, despite a devastating situation along the Mississippi. Beyond individual observations, an examination of the different cultures of political solidarity in Germany and in the United States can yield information about the varying mental responses to catastrophe and about the differing political expectations of government institutions.

The Social Dimension of Natural Disasters

Social science researchers have established that environmental risks are anything but evenly distributed among different social groups. Because of factors such as age, sex, class, ethnicity, race, or religion, various groups have unequal access to financial resources (such as insurance or government assistance), government protection, or other benefits which can help avert disasters or at least minimize their damage. This differing social vulnerability can in extreme situations lead to social and political conflict, which should be analyzed. By the same token, repressive social practices are often first visible in times of catastrophe. Similar research findings can be expected from an analysis of floods.

The social dimension of natural disasters is evident not only in the related conflicts and confrontations, but also in the waves of solidarity and readiness to help that regularly accompany them. What can be learned about interregional, international, or transatlantic aid? What conflicts emerged (and how were they resolved) when solidarity and spontaneous aid failed to meet the needs and expectations of those affected, as shown for example by the struggle between the federal government and states bordering the Mississippi river over federal responsibility for disaster relief? The congressional documents on flood control measures and financing related to this issue illustrate a vivid landscape of interests, uncovering social, political, and economic privileges.

It holds true for Germany as well as for the United States that, over the course of the late nineteenth and twentieth centuries, a network of laws and regulations emerged from rather sporadic efforts to aid and care for disaster victims. These laws and regulations increasingly supplemented private charitable efforts with state-administered programs. A comparison of developments and the various arguments deployed in the debate is of interest because America’s founding myth is based upon the glorification of the frontiersman who endures nature’s trials, survives without outside help, and derives his identity and strength largely from these experiences.
In addition to social conflicts and mutual aid efforts, there is a further field of historical inquiry into the “resilience” of the population. As a 1993 research project sponsored by the German Research Foundation phrased it, “we aim to examine the social and cultural developments which make the effects of a disaster so powerful that it threatens one’s very life-world, and to explore how these problems can be confronted effectively: Had they occurred thirty years earlier, the disastrous snow-storms of 1978/79 in Schleswig-Holstein would have merely been a severe winter—it was the modern system of centralized supply services and infrastructural dependency which turned this sort of event into a catastrophe.”

On the whole, we expect that an analysis of social responses to natural disasters will uncover areas of conflict which remain submerged in the “usual state of affairs.” On the other hand, modes of behavior emerge which are only evident during a fundamental crisis.

The Culture of Catastrophe and the Experience of Insecurity

Alongside state measures, social reality, and economic factors, a further important aspect of the encounter with natural disasters falls under the heading of what might be termed “the culture of catastrophe.” What interpretive matrices shape the experience of natural disasters and how have these changed over time? How are disasters remembered and why have they played such a subordinate role in collective memory? Picking up on the work of Roland Barthes and Arno Borst, is it correct to suspect that repression mechanisms are at work here? What underlying conceptions of nature and the environment are expressed in reports on natural disasters? Is nature seen as an enemy to be conquered, or is nature’s free reign beyond human boundaries acknowledged? How does this discourse connect with major political and social processes such as industrialization or the settling of the American West? Because news reports on natural disasters occupy such a prominent place in the media—from the earliest newspapers to today’s cable television—the question of the extent to which the media shape the perception of disasters should be addressed.

Disaster forecasting began long before the age of seismographs. In retrospect, signs that announce disasters seem apparent. For example, in Hamelmann’s Oldenburg Chronicle of 1599 there is an image of a triple rainbow, which was interpreted as a flood warning. What meanings did these “virtual” catastrophes have, as prophecy, possibility, horror scenario, as something with which one could mobilize resources or campaign for votes? It is noteworthy that disaster reports repeatedly mention the attendant “sounds,” either as noise, associated with most disasters, or as a unique silence. What role do disturbing and destructive sounds (or their absence) play in the experience of natural disasters?
One area that has yet to be researched is disaster tourism, something that is not only a late twentieth-century phenomenon. How can this be charted over time, between the opposing poles of event-culture and the experience of the sublime?

Although natural scientists have meanwhile intensively researched natural disasters, it is still not possible to precisely predict the size and location of floods. As a result, people who live in particularly threatened regions must still maintain strategies for coping with the danger. Interestingly, despite these risks, there is a tradition of settlement in flood regions, which is often encouraged financially by insurers. How has this kind of risk management evolved historically?

A deep historical analysis of floods can demonstrate what measure of security was striven for in different periods. What price were states, societies, and individuals willing to pay for their security? Special attention will be paid to the concept of insurance. The large and, in many respects, untapped field of insurance history is a treasure trove for the historical investigation of natural and environmental disasters. There is, to be sure, a wealth of literature, including historical studies, which deal with one or another branch of the insurance business, or with individual companies. Few studies, however, address long-term structural questions and cultural issues.

Theory and Methodology

This project underscores the fundamental insight that “natural” categories do not exist a priori, but are materially, socially, and discursively constructed. The meaning of this insight for the analysis of flood disasters is clear when one recognizes them as the result of river flow “corrections” or when one sees the changing ways they have been interpreted over the centuries. By the same token, the study of natural disasters can enrich environmental history in that it will loosen the dominance of the longue durée as a category of analysis and illustrate that natural processes and developments can also exhibit the character of events.

An environmental history approach would, however, not be sufficient regarding the content and analytic breadth of this project. Insights from other disciplines are indispensable, and interdisciplinary connections can be made in a great many directions. For example, real disasters might be contrasted with their representations in legend and fiction. Conversely, we can address the question as to what extent a “culture of disaster” (a term Mike Davis has coined for California) prejudices our view of catastrophes. Sociological and psychological studies of catastrophe can help explain human behavior in emergency situations. Furthermore, gender studies and discourse analysis are essential to the study.
of social practices. The new institutional economics, and, above all, attempts to combine economic theories with cultural studies, are of great value for this study.

A historical approach offers an excellent starting point for comparative questions. Numerous diachronic and synchronic juxtapositions can not only illustrate lines of development in individual countries, regions, and cities, but can also allow comparisons of various strategies for handling disasters. Germany and the United States are at the center of this study. This comparative national history approach only appears to be in contradiction with an environmental problematic that, as is well known, does not recognize national borders. On the one hand, Germany and the United States will be considered first and foremost as geographic spaces that in a certain sense serve merely as the “containers” for the objects of study. On the other hand, too strong a territorial limitation can always be opened up, whenever certain events impact several countries, for example the Rhine and Elbe floods, the international dimension of which will not be ignored, or the history of the Mississippi River when it was still under Spanish control.

There is an additional reason to focus on Germany and the United States despite the non-national character of environmental disasters. It is not only the case that environmental issues are understood differently in every country (one thinks here of the almost diametrically opposing views in Germany and France on nuclear energy); the United States and Germany are, despite all their differences, comparable on the basis of their economic, social, and cultural history and structure. Beyond this, the investigative framework is large enough to reveal the great diversity (local, regional, national, and even international) within these “containers.” Lastly, in contrast to Switzerland and France, there are no long-term historical studies of floods in Germany and in the United States. In general, this research project will remain open in terms of the time period analyzed and will focus on specific places and events only for practical reasons. Thus, contemporary flood disasters as well as early modern events will be investigated, though the main emphasis shall be on the nineteenth and twentieth centuries.
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